
Tamara Murphy Switken

I just got off the phone with Dr. Pattonʼs office. CCPS is working on it and
assured me that we will have an answer to what will happen soon. 
Basically they have to wait for the 30th to pass. 
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Debbie Jean Neiman
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Mark Russo Tamara. We appreciate all you and the hard workers
are doing to uncover the facts. Thatʼs all we want. The facts. We
can then decide on our own who we agree
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Tamara Murphy Switken  Mark Russo Dr. Patton just
called me personally. Hang tight.
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 · Reply · 7w

Brian Thornburg Any enlightening words from Superintendent
Patton? I feel like an anxious kid waiting for my parents to walk
out of the principalʼs office.
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 · Reply · 7w

Cindy Walker-Palladino I know right?

Like

Tamara Murphy Switken  She did mention that there would
be a CCPS board meeting the week of the 8th. She said check
next week for the exact time and date. 
They want to keep the school open, but with new leadership. 
We just have to wait and see at this point
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We just have to wait and see at this point
5Like
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Brian Thornburg Tamara Murphy Switken The between
the lines analysis says that the school will close if the
current leader ship stays. The only likely way for the
dominoes to fall to allow the school to stay open is if an
indictment comes next week against the board
a… See More
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Tamara Murphy Switken  Brian Thornburg I donʼt
want to speculate. I think itʼs important that we all attend
the board meeting and present the facts and only the
facts. We can not make this a personal attack on Kelly. We
must take the high road and know the TRUTH will be
unveiled.
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Robyn Domes Mathias Brian Thornburg 

🙏

Like
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K.D. Landis Here's a "for instance"... (worst case
scenario) say the school does close, but has the
opportunity to re open under new leadership... do the
children who are already in the school have to re enter a
lottery system to get into a school that was taken away
from them? 

I know I'm way ahead of myself but I really dont want to
put my kids in another school just to pull them AGAIN.
We've already pulled from public once to go to MCA. (Best
choice we've made for them) but I dont want to have to do
it again... I just assume we homeschool until we know if we
can have another chance.
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Tamara Murphy Switken  K.D. Landis great
question. I can ask that

3Like
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K.D. Landis Tamara Murphy Switken Thank you. I
appreciate it!

Like

Angela Thompson Villanueva Tamara Murphy Switken My
other major concern is regarding the teachers that are so dear
to us. What will happen to them? I know that if I was a teacher
there I would be looking around for other employment. It would
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there I would be looking around for other employment. It would
not be the same school without these amazing teachers.
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Tamara Murphy Switken  
Angela Thompson Villanueva I completely agree.

Unfortunately we have to wait for CCPS to make their
move. I donʼt like waiting either 

😣 😩
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Olivia Durst Angela Thompson Villanueva I agree. My
heart goes out to them. Itʼs probably not the job they
desire, but CCPS will need extra help of mca closes the
district will have to absorb 800 people

2Like
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Angela Thompson Villanueva Olivia Durst Wow! I
hadnʼt thought about that idea. Actually probably only 1/2
to 2/3 of the kids would go to public schools I think. Quite
a bunch of us left homeschooling or private schools to try
Mason. Although according to Kelly, resorbing those
students is what CCPS has wanted all along since we are
“taking taxpayer funds” away from the district by putting
our kids in a charter school. 

😣 🤨
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Olivia Durst Angela Thompson Villanueva ughhhhh

Like

 · Reply · 7w

Angela Thompson Villanueva Olivia Durst I hope you
are right and they want to help us patch up this situation
and keep our school and not use us to help them shut it
down completely. I donʼt really trust anybody right now.
Even today with Hullʼs email I found myself wanting to
believe him and questioning everything we have been
doing. At least he had the will to do the right thing and
resign. I donʼt agree with Kelly that we all celebrated his
resignation. He is a man of enormous talent and
intelligence and could have been the principal the school
needs if he had been more willing to accept criticism and
handle conflicts with more humility. The day he resigned
was sad for me even though I know it was the right thing
for him to do. I do wish no harm to him or his family in this.
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 · Reply · 7w

Olivia Durst Sadly, i donʼt think hull resigned out of the
goodness of his heart....that is more smoke and mirrors.
He is a master manipulator:(

3Like

Angela Thompson Villanueva Olivia Durst That may be
true but for some people like myself there are real mixed
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true but for some people like myself there are real mixed
feelings and an odd draw to his rhetoric. Itʼs kind of like a
weird codependent thing. Oh well.
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Olivia Durst Angela Thompson Villanueva I understand
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